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Object Reservation, 2012. Photograph by Alberto Aguilar.

Hyde Park Kunstverein is pleased to present a new work by Alberto Aguilar: Object Reservation.  
For this project, Aguilar has collected all-white objects from homes in Hyde Park, Chicago, and arranged 
them in the library of  the historic Fenn House mansion.  Repurposed white furniture that Aguilar has 
positioned throughout the library as sculptural objects will be again transformed into eating surfaces at the 
end of  the show. Here, the owners of  the white objects will be invited to collect their property and dine 
together. The final phase of  the work incorporates audio interviews of  these same Hyde Park residents 
playing in the installation.   

Archiving and collecting objects has emerged as a vibrant form of  creative practice over the past couple of  
decades. Dealing in the ordering and recapitulation of  “stuff,” Object Reservation functions in relation to other 
similar works, two major examples being Claus Oldenburg’s Mouse Museum and Raygun Wing, and Karsten 
Bott’s Archive of  Contemporary History.  Aguilar poses a major distinction with his work; he shifts the emphasis 
from “artist-as-collector” to “artist-as-archeologist.” This archeology of  community highlights not only the 
objects themselves, but the ephemeral nature of  the relationships formed by borrowing. In Aguilar’s library, 
the traditional borrowing relationship is reversed: objects are borrowed from the community, displayed in 
the library, and later returned at the end of  the show.              

Jean Baudrillard writes that everyday objects are in fact objects of  passion that, beyond their physical 
presence and usual functionality, also become a mental precinct.1   Aguilar assembles a complicated 
domestic mental space that nimbly places community, consumerism, and aesthetic relationships into a taut 
system of  overlapping meanings.  The objects in the installation are wide-ranging, but it is the borrowed 
mass-produced neoclassical bust that Aguilar positions among the other objects that provides a potential 
window into the entire work. The bust creates the sense that we’re walking into the mythical Pandora’s Box. 
Here, within the Cornucopia, we find that the meanings evoked by people and their things multiply: the 
horn of  plenty might also contain the ills of  the world.      
 

1  Baudrillard, Jean. The System of  Objects. Verso, 2005. 
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AMANDA GREIVE
Solo Exhibition
Opening April 13, 6—9PM

THE MIDDLE
GREIVE+PETERSON
Begins April 22

ERIK PETERSON
Solo Exhibition
Opening April 27, 6—9PMWE
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RUNNING  
ROOM
Curated by ACRE June 23–July 20 2011
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a r t +  design

A  + D 
AVERILL AND BERNARD LEVITON  

A+D GALLERY 

619 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60605 

312 369 8687 

COLUM.EDU/ADGALLERY

GALLERY HOURS 

TUESDAY " SATURDAY 

11AM " 5PM

THURSDAY 

11AM " 8PM
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(b. 1981, Mobile, Alabama) lives in 
Chicago, Illinois. He graduated from the 

University of Richmond, and received his MFA 
from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. His 

films have screened at the Tribeca Film Festival, the 
International Film Festival Rotterdam, and the Ann Arbor 

Film Festival, among others. Alexander teaches in the School of 
Cinema and Interactive Media at DePaul University. He programs a 

monthly screening series at Roots & Culture gallery, and is co-director of 
the Eyeworks Festival of Experimental Animation. 

is an artist and interdisciplinary 
game designer living in Chicago.  Born 

in Madison, Wisconsin, he graduated with 
a B.F.A. from Washington University in St. 

Louis (2004) and a M.F.A. from the University of 
Illinois at Chicago (2010). His work has been shown 

nationally at the Orlando Museum of Art; University of 
Nebraska - Omaha; University of Arizona; Peggy Notebaert 

Nature Museum, Swimming Pool Project Space & Happy Collabo-
rationists in Chicago; and RockPaperScissors in Oakland. Peterson’s 

commissioned and pro-bono public sculptures can be found in parking 
lots, abandoned sites, municipal pipes, and reservoirs throughout St. Louis, 

Daytona Beach, Chicago, and Florence, Italy. Al
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ERIK  
PETERSON

ALEXANDER 
STEWART

 

Archicimagnis eum remolor ibusam 
eos rerume estrum laut aut vellaboratem 

earunt, as venimin rendunt lique volumqu 
iassit imagnis ratiatescit verro dolut rem ex ea cul-

lam fuga. Namus re volorios mos volores doluptatus 
cum facepe non porpos mollitatio. Torecabo. Itatquid mi, 

nus molo di rendus vit, si to optatis ad moloressit harion nem 
dolupta spisinus delia sitenet eriates dendant dici te et odia dol-

eceptur sedis rerest et o#cae volorrore ea quis sunt.

MADELINE 
BAILY

 !ursday, July 7, 5-8pm  
Slapstick Hat-trick a program of short films
curated by ALEXANDER STEWART 

 !ursday, July, 14 5-8pm  
Closing Reception: Impalpable / Transportable
curated by MADELEINE BAILEY

 !ursday, June 23, 5-8pm  
Public Arena: Two Tow’n and What !e Large  
Glass Company Carries (Remains to be Seen)
curated by ERIK PETERSON



Chicago’s artist-run alternative galleries, like its storefront theaters, are many and active, but they garner mainly the 
attendance and attention from the artists that show at them. !is exhibition marks the first time that ACRE (Artists’ 

Cooperative Residencies and Exhibitions), which has until now worked only with venues that serve this niche public, has 
been asked to partner with an institution that serves a broader audience. !e ACRE artists chosen, Madeleine Bailey, 

Adam Farcus, Erik Peterson, and Alexander Stewart, have responded with a remarkable specificity to this condition, and 
explore the boundaries of it collaboratively and with individual projects set to take place over the course of several weeks 

in Running Room.

Figuring out how and when the ideas of the modern public came about, how those notions have shi$ed with changes in 
technology and culture, and understanding what it is to “serve the public,” have for the past several years been topics 

of lively conversation in academic and institutional spheres.# One of the longest-remembered snippets of Latin wisdom 
to do with publics has to do with appeasing them (the populous) via panem et circenses#, or bread and circuses. Give the 

public the immediate gratification of coliseums and free food, and they will remain complacent. Artists and thinkers who 
rarely enjoy being defined with the terms relational aesthetics and social practice characteristically been known to follow 

the “bread” route, distributing free food to generate events. !e artists in Running Room, explore the various aspects of 
the other side of public-wrangling advice of old: the circus.

Circenses is sometimes translated to “games,” but can also connote the actual arenas that the ancients built, such as 
the Circus Maximus in Rome. !e artists in this exhibition address both readings of the word. Over the course of the 

shows installation, they plan to enact various ludic forms in game-like performances and events, and of course they’ve 
presented, as the only “art object” in the space, an actual miniature coliseum. !is gesture, absurd in the face of more 

e#cient methods of staging conventionally used in spaces of this scale, can serve as a clear statement of intent. !e 
artists collaborated to introduce an exploration, an investigation of the state of real spectacle and culture, experienced 

en masse, together, in public. 

Sean Dorrence Kelly, the young chair of the philosophy department at Harvard, complains that “the world doesn’t matter 
to us the way it used to,” and endeavors to fix this familiar problem. He o%ers as one palliative remedy the sensation of 

“whooshing up”- the feeling we enjoy at a sporting event when the crowd rises to its feet as one to register a communal 
sense of awe and admiration before some astonishing athletic feat. We get o% today, he claims, on the now-rare feeling 

of communal convivial wonder, of joint feeling that can sometimes be glimpsed in the swarming rush of giant arena 
sports fandom, or at political rallies, or, sometimes, at the movies. 

Alexander Stewart suggests, when he invites us to collectively watch the magic of slapstick, that “amid the onscreen 
exuberance and antics, the films collectively communicate a nagging undertone that this slapstick absurdity is the last 

line of defense against the truly dire existential crisis of the modern world.“ Cinema before sync sound we nostalgically 
‘remember’ as a truer analog for the coliseum or theater—a place where the small town public all met, congregation-

like, where violent physical comedy overcame the muteness of the players. Running Room’s circus promises 
situations and events that employ conspicuously no-tech visual stunts coming directly and sideways out of such 

keatonesque subversive city stunts.

Just outside the gallery, downtown Chicago’s populace will be interpolated by playful, poetic gestures 
enacted by Erik Peterson and Adam Farcus. You might miss the fact that the glass that those two 

men are carrying is actually two-way mirror glass, or that those pigeons are coming to dine 
as if at a round table. While these strategies all nod to a sort of situationism, slapstick, 

and other mid-20th century tropes, this show is not interested the anachronisms 
that beleaguer the walls of Chicago apartment galleries and Chelsea clearing 

houses, where neo-modern formalism is taking its licks and its paychecks. !is 
show takes its licks to the institutions walls. Madeleine Bailey’s ongoing 

performative installation invites visitors to lick the walls A+D Gallery, in 
an almost a%ectionate gesture, to magically produce strips of color 

that adorns the white space. None of the artists seem to seek 
to subvert the systems that they’re engaging with outright, 

the instead seem to playfully challenge the limits of a 
new guardian. 

acreresidency.org
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currently lives in East Garfield 
Park neighborhood of Chicago 

and has held an adjunct professor 
position at the University of St. Francis 

since 2009.  His work has been exhibited at 
the gallery 400, Chicago; University Galleries, 

Normal, IL; Hyde Park Arts Center, Chicago; Second 
Bedroom Project space, Chicago; the Urban iInstitute 

for Contemporary Art, Grand Rapids; and the Miami Bridge 
Art Fair, Miami. He has also lectured on his work at numerous 

venues, including the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and the 
performance studies international 16 conference.  Adam received his 

M.F.A. from the University of illinois at chicago, B.F.A. from Illinois State 
university, and A.A. from Joliet Junior College.   

!e institution has been endlessly worried over and critiqued by artists from Daniel Buren to Temporary Services to 
the precocious Brad Troemel, who joins/leads the chorus of young artists foretelling the death of the institution 

and calling for the use of the internet to democratize art.# However, with this democratization comes an 
insularity that can sting. “Whereas before, a chosen few produced images and texts for millions of readers 

and spectators,” Boris Groys observes, “millions of producers now produce texts and images for a 
spectator who has little to no time to read or see them.”# A+D Gallery not only throws its resources 

behind these artists to mitigate this solipsistic situation, but abets their detournement 
outside its walls.

David Foster Wallace once described we the late postmoderns as a bunch of kids 
who throw a party when our parents are gone only to find that we’re sort of 

lost and despairing and bored and destructive without our parents, a$er 
while. More disturbing still, is the uneasy feeling we experience “as we 

start gradually to realize that parents in fact aren’t ever coming 
back—which mean’s we’re going to have to be the parents.”# 

Museums’ back o#ces are filling with curators reared in the 
shadow of postmodernism. !e old guard, having not 

le$ too many numbers on the refrigerator, is leaving 
for a never-ending dinner party.  Here’s hoping 

that as this transition occurs we see more 
institutional endorsements of risk-taking 

contemporary investigations and 
engagements like the ones we look 

forward to in Running Room. 

! NICK WYLIE

Everywhere 
we witness 

the emergence 
of artistic groups 

in which participants 
and spectators coincide. 

!ese groups make art for 
themselves—and maybe for 

the artists of other groups if they 
are ready to collaborate. !is kind of 

participatory practice means that one 
can become a spectator only when one has 

already become an artist. 
– Boris Groys, !e Weak Universalism, 2010

ADAM 
FARCUS

NICK 
WYLIE

 !ursday, June 30, 5-8pm  
Audience Participation Forum:  
Feed Forms and Duck It
curated by ADAM FARCUS
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No. 4 Doppelganger

More information can be found through the following vehicles:

Website: www.compositearts.com

Email: compositeeditors@gmail.com

Follow us on Twitter: @Compositearts

Find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/compositearts

All artwork and literature is property of contributing artists. 

All layout, design, and other content is property of Composite, 2011.

Composite is a Chicago-based quarterly electronic magazine showcasing the work of artists from 
T\S[PWSL�KPZJPWSPULZ��LHJO�PZZ\L�MVJ\ZPUN�HYV\UK�H�ZWLJPÄJ�[OLTL��

COMPOSITE INFO

Composite Arts Magazine: ISSN 2161-7961
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     We decided on the theme for this issue somewhere around six months ago.   We’d only 
put out two full issues at that point and we were in the midst of working on our third.  As a group, we’d 
ÄUHSS`�ZL[[SLK�VU�HU�PKLU[P[`�^L�^V\SK�IL�WYV\K�VM·HU�PKLU[P[`�[OH[�^HZ�\UTPZ[HRHIS`�*VTWVZP[L����([�
the time, Doppelganger was little more than a clever idea and homage to a show a few of the Composite 
Editors had put on during their time studying at the University of Illinois at Chicago.    For a long time, we 
weren’t sure what to expect.  And then, after Kith & Kin went to print, we started putting it together…

     Once we began writing our theme statement, we started to realize that the doppelganger was a dra-
matically darker topic than we originally thought.  Focusing almost exclusively on the imminent mortality 
of man, we started to question if this was the direction we wanted our magazine to go in.  

�����;OLYL�PZ�HU�VSK�PKPVT�PU�^YP[PUN·HUK�WYVIHIS`�PU�HU`�HY[�MVYT��MVY�[OH[�TH[[LY���0[�PZ�[OL�WVPU[�^OLYL��
“the story begins to write itself.”  It breathes, its characters move about through rooms and scenes con-
structed by the mind’s eye, thinking on their own, acting on their own.  For those that have experienced 
this phenomenon, the loss of control is frightening.  And yet, it is also exhilarating.  It is the moment of 
inspiration when the Creator becomes simply the vehicle through which the story, photograph, or paint-
ing unfolds on its own, as if it were a noncorpum entity just waiting to be plucked out of the ether and 
placed on paper.  We were anxious at the unknown, but we had to push on.  

�����:V�^P[O�H�SP[[SL�IP[�VM�JV\YHNL·JV\YHNL�Z\WWSPLK�I`�LHJO�V[OLYZ»�Z\WWVY[�HUK�MHP[O�PU�V\Y�SP[[SL�WYVQ-
LJ[·^L�KPK�W\ZO�VU���(UK�^OL[OLY�VY�UV[�*VTWVZP[L�OHZ�[HRLU�VU�H�SPML�VM�P[Z�V^U�OHZ�`L[�[V�IL�KL[LY-
mined; but, I dare say, we’re ready for it.  

Sincerely, 

Zach and Joey



5 workers, 2 panes of tempered two-way mirror glass, 
coveralls, patches, glass-handling gloves, Carrymate Grips
Each glass 48” x 72”
Performed on June 23, 2011
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:KDW�WKH�/DUJH�*ODVV�&RPSDQ\�&DUULHV
Erik Peterson

�5HPDLQV�WR�EH�6HHQ��



Two pairs of workers carry two four-by-
six foot sheets of glass in parallel along 
downtown city sidewalks and crossing 
Z[YLL[Z�� YLÅLJ[PUN� [OL� O\TVYV\Z� [YVWL�
of early slapstick cinema. These sheets 
of glass, however, are two-way mirrors, 
within which passers-by may accidentally 
walk. &DXJKW�ZLWKLQ�WKH�PLUURULQJ� 
[OLZL� WLKLZ[YPHUZ� HYL� YLÅLJ[LK� PUÄUP[LS`�
to themselves, while they are observed 
through the glass by all who walk outside 
the panes.
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Erik Peterson
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Erik Peterson
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Erik Peterson
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Erik Peterson
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